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The suitability of the Lyons-Tobolsky equation for the description of·the dependence of viscosity 
on concentration in solutions of polystyrene and cellulose nitrate was examined, and the effect 
of molecular weight, temperature and thermodynamic quality of the solvent on the parameters 
of the equation, kL and b, was investigated. They were determined from experimental data by nu
merical computing using the optimalization method. It was found that although the parameters 
had not yet assumed any physical meaning and the equation was a purely empirical one, it can be 
used to describe the dependence of relative viscosity on concentration within a broad concentra
tion range for both polymeric systems with an accuracy better than several per cent. 

One of the basic unexplained problems of the rheology of concentrated polymer 
solutions is mathematical formulation of the course of viscosity as a function of poly
mer concentration. So far no theoretical expression has been derived which would 
explicitly describe this dependence. In the best case the existing theoretical papers 1 - 5 

only indicate what parameters are concentration-dependent, without however 
demonstrating the shape of these functions. In practice, a number of empirical 
or semiempirical equations6- 16 are recommended in order to describe the depen
dence of viscosity on the polymer concentration. Of these, equations of the expo
nential type9 - 16 are confined to the range of medium concentrations and fail at lower 
concentrations, while others can be used at very moderate concentrations only6 - 8. 

The only relationship suggested for expressing the concentration dependence of vis
cosity within the broadest possible concentration range, i.e. from an infinitely dilute 
solution to the polymer melt, is the Lyons- Tobolsky equation17 

(1) 

I1sp is specific viscosity, ['1J is intrinsic viscocity, c is polymer concentration in g/dl 
of solution, kL is a parameter identical with the Huggins interaction constant kH, 

and b is the empirical parameter of the equation. The validity of the equation was 
verified in the original paper17 on one sample of poly(propylene oxide) (M = 2. 103

) 
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in two solvents of different thermodynamic quality, and later18 on three samples 
of polydimethylsiloxane in the pentamer. On the basis of the free volume theory, 
Rodriguez18 assigned a certain physical meaning to the parameter b by using the 
relationship 

(2) 

where II is the fractional free volume of pure solvent. However, some experimental 
data yielded a negative b, which is absolutely inconsistent with the above expression. 
We therefore regarded it as useful to extend the experiments and (a) to find out 
whether the equation is generally valid in various polymer-solvent systems, ( b) to eluci
date the relation between the parameter b and molecular quantities, thermodynamic 
quality of the solvent, or temperature, (c) to check the physical meaning of the para
meter b. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Polymers 

Polystyrene was prepared by block polymerization initiated with ditert-butyl hyponitrite. Each 
of the two polydisperse samples having molecular weights M'l 2·23 . 106 and 4·28 . 105 were 
divided into five fractions. The fractionation was carried our by gradual precipitation of the 
polymer from benzene solutions with methanol (starting concentration 0 '5-1% according 
to molecular weight); the fractions were reprecipitated and dried ill vacuo over phosphorus 
pentoxide at 60°C. The molecular weight of the fractions was determined from the intrinsic 
viscosity of benzene solutions using Meyerhoff's equation l9 , [171 = 1·23 . JO-4M~·72. 

The cellulose nitrate was obtained from the Research Institute of Synthetic Resins and Lac
quers in Pardubice. Ethyl alcohol used for moistening the samples was removed by evaporation 
in vacuo. Prior to weighing the samples were dried over phosphorus pentoxide to constant weight. 
The nitrogen content was determined volumetrically by the Dumas micromethod modified 
by Vecel'a20

; it varied between 11 ·88 and 12'13%, i.e. the degree of nitration was roughly that 
of dinitrate. The molecular weight was estimated from a relationship suggested by Moore and 
Edge21

, [17] = 2'24. 10- 4 M~ · 81 using the intrinsic viscosity of cyclohexanone solutions (although 
the above authors employed osmometrically determined molecular weights in calibrating their 
equation, this was the only feasible procedure for the estimation of molecular weight, because 
no other calibration for cellulose nitrate with c. 12% nitrogen is known). 

Solvents and Solutions 

Butyl acetate, cyclohexanone and decal in (a mixture of cis and Irans isomers), reagent grade, 
were simply redistilled. 

Dilute and moderately concentrated low-viscosity solutions were prepared by shaking a weighed 
amount of the polymer with the solvent in volumetric flasks; when the polymer had dissolved , 
the solutions were made up to the required volume. More concentrated and viscous solutions 
were obtained by stirring the polymer with the solvent by means of steel balls sealed in glass, 
c. 15 mm in diameter, in conical flasks by rotating them on an inclined plane. Extremely viscous 
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solutions were prepared at an elevated temperature, 50- 60°C. No degradation of the polymer 
occurred under any of the conditions used. 

Viscometry 

Diluting capillary viscometers with a capillary 0'6-1,2 mm dia of the Ubbelohde type were 
used in the measurements. Owing to the low shear stress (1- 2 Pa), the viscosity measured even 
for polystyrene samples of the highest molecular weight was identical with the value at zero 
shear stress or zero velocity gradient, i.e. the non-Newtonian drop in viscosity was negligibly 
small. At shorter flow times (below 100 s) a correction for the loss of kinetic energy was necessary. 
Heiler's plot22 was used in the extrapolation of intrinsic viscosity and in the determination of the 
Huggins constant. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Determination of the Parameters of the Equation 

Intrinsic viscosity an,d the Huggins constant can be determined by measuring dilute 
solutions employing the usual procedure. Lyons and Tobolsky calculated the para
meter b from the melt viscosity after replacing the concentration e with the polymer 
density. Such procedure of course calls for an experimental temperature higher than 
that of the glass transition of the polymer. If this is not the case (which at an experi
mental temperature near 200 e holds for the majority of p'olymers), Rodriguez18 

has suggested a rearrangement of Eg. (1): 

(3) 

with the constant b determined from an intercept on the y-axis of the linear plot 
[1]J/ln (1]sp/[ 1]J c) vs l/e. He demonstrated the procedure on the results obtained 
by Kataoka and Ueda23 with three samples of polydimethylsiloxane. In all three 
cases the plot was linear only for values from the higher concentration range. We 
found that if all measured values were included in this plot (Rodriguez did not take 
into account data from the lower concentration range), the dependence became 
curved at lower concentrations. The curvature is most probably due to a high 
sensitivity of the [1]J/ln (1]sp/[ '1J c) values to small errors. Similar difficulties emer
ged in the treatment of our data. The plot ['1J/ln ('1sp/[ 1]J c) vs l/e, though linear 
within the whole range of the concentrations used (Fig. 1a), was nevertheless 
directed to the beginning, so that any estimate of the parameter b was completely 
ruled out. 

The plot ['1J e/ln ('1sp[ 1]J c) vs e according to the relationship 

(4) 
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seemed more promising; the plot should also be linear, having the slope - blkL 
and the intercept 11k. It appeared, however that the plot was very sensitive to the 
accuracy of intrinsic viscosity determination (Fig. Ib). 

Owing to the difficulties encountered j n the graphic methods, we tried to calculate 
the constants by employing the numerical optimalization method. The minimal sum 
of square deviations of the measured relative visGosity values and values calculated 
for defined intrinsic viscosity (measured in the viscometry of dilute solutions) and 
for various combinations of the constants kL and b within the concentration range 
used was regarded as the criterion of the optimal solution. A desk programmable 
WANG 600 computer was used for this purpose. The results of the calculation 
were very good; for all polystyrene and cellulose nitrate solutions under investigation, 
the procedure allowed to find the parameters kL and b by means of which the Lyons
- Tobolsky equation very adequately describes the experimental dependences; the 
difference between calculated and experimental relative viscosity values is several 
per cent at utmost, and frequently ten times smaller. The optimal constant kL ob
tained by calculations is not quite identical with the Huggins constant kH determined 
from the Heller plot in the range of dilute solutions. Deviations, though small, can 
nevertheless increase errors of the calculated relative viscosity in the Lyons- Tobolsky 
eq uation up to ten times. 
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Determination of the Parameter b of the Lyons- Tobolsky Equation from the Intercept on 
the y-Axis (a) of Eq. (3) (x = [Ill / In ([Illsp/ [/ll e» and from the Slope (b) of Eq. (4) (y = x. e) 
for Polystyrene Solution in Cyclohexanone 

M . 10- 3 : • ]9, 0 43 '2; the broken line (b) plotted through the points corresponds to [Ill higher 
by I % than for points lying on the full line. 
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Properties of the Parameter b 

The parameter b decreases with increasing molecular weight of the polymer or with 
increasing intrinsic viscosity (Fig. 2); it assumes both positive and negative values 
in the systems under investig'ation within a range of +0·03 to -0,15 dl/g. Eq. (2) 
fails to elucidate such dependence. Since the fractional free volume of pure solvent 
is constant, and the Huggins constant decreases only slightly with increasing mole
cular weight while intrinsic viscosity rapidly increases, the parameter b should 
increase with increasing molecular weight, in accordance with the above equation. 
A question arises as to the cause of the experimentally observed course. 

If the dependence In (f/sp/[ f/J) vs c is plotted for several samples having different 
molecular weight, it can be seen (Fig. 3) that for low molecular weights the depen
dence is concave from the beginning, at a molecular weight ··of c. 3 . 105 it is linear 
and at higher molecular weights it becomes convex. The respective parameters b 

are as follows: positive for the concave curvature, negative for the convex curvature, 
and b = 0 for the linear dependence. 

Allen and Fox3 described the dependence of viscosity on molecular weight and 
concentration by using the equation 
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Dependence of the Parameter b (dljg) on In
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tion of Polystyrene Solutions in Cyclo
hexanone 

M: 1 19.103
, 2 3'1 . 105
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which they derived by extending the validity of expressions derived for the polymer 
melt. The parameter X = (s~/ M) Ze; (S~)1/2 is the radius of gyration of unperturbed 
polymer coil, M is molecular weight, Z is the number of frictional groups in the chain 
(in practice equal to the number of atoms on the backbone of the polymer chain), , is 
theJrictional coefficient of one such group, e is concentration , and N is the Avogadro 
number. The exponent a should depend on the critical value of the parameter X 
denoted as Xc; it should be 1·0 for X ~ Xc and 3-4 for X > Xc. On the other hand , 
however, Eq. (5) neglects the effect of the viscosity of solvent, I1s' and loses its meaning 
at zero concentration. According to a theoretical solution suggested by Debye1 and 
Rousez, it seems justified for a more exact expression of viscosity in the low con
centration range, to replace the absolute viscosity with specific viscosity, (11 - I1s)/l1s. 
Using the free volume theory, one obtained for frictional coefficient 

In , = In '0 + B/ f ; (6) 

'0 is the characteristic frictional coefficient independent of concentration and mole
cular weight, B is a constant close to unity, and f is the fractional free volume of the 
system. It may be assumed for solution that the partial fractional free volumes of the 
polymer and of the solvent are additive: 

where fl ' f2 respectively are fractional free volumes of the pure solvent and of the 
polymer, q> I is the volume fraction of the solvent, and q>z is the volume fraction 
of the polymer. The volume fraction of the polymer is given by the product of the 
specific volume of the polymer Vz, and of concentration, q>z = v2e/lOO, the number 
of frictional groups in the chain is given by Z = M/Mo (Mo is the molecular weight 
of one frictional group) . By substituting expressions (6) and (7) into Eq. (5) and ex
pressing intrinsic viscosity in terms of the Mark- Houwink equation [I1J = KMii 
(K and a are constants of the equation, M is molecular weight), we obtain 

The first term, K, involves all quantities independent of molecular weight and polymer 
concentration. The second term of the equation depends only on molecular weight. 
The constant a in the second and third term - as has been said above - is unity 
for low molecular weights below the critical value, and 3-4 above it. The dependence 
ofl1sp / [11] e on concentration above the critical molecular weight is represented 
by the third and fourth terms of the equation, while below the critical molecular 

weight itis represented only by the fourth term, as the third term is zero. 
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Let us now try to make a quantitative estimate of the concentration dependence 
of the fourth term in a solution in cyclohexanone. The fractional free volume can be 
expressed by24 . 25 

where Cif is the expansion free volume coefficient (approximately equal to the dif
ference between the expansion coefficient of the liquid, Ci l , and the expansion coef
ficient of the compound in the glassy state, Cig), T is the temperature of measurement, 
Tg is the glass transition temperature, and fg is the fractional free volume at Tg having 
a universal value 0·025. According to Pezzin26

, for cyclohexanone it holds Tg = 
= -120°C and Ci f = 8. 10- 4 K -1. If we take for polystyrene the tabulated values 27 

Tg = +100°C, Ci 1 = 5'5.10- 4 K-t, Cig = 1'9.10-4 K- 1
, we obtain by computing 

f1 0·141 and f2 -0,002. The fractional free volume of the polymer f2 can be neglected 
against f1 ' so that the fourth term in Eq. (8) is simplified and becomes l/[Jl(1 -
- v2 c/100)]. 

Fig. 4 shows the dependence of the third and fourth terms or of their sum on con
centration. We can see that below the critical molecular weight (curve 1), where the 
third term is zero, the dependence of .the fourth term on concentration is concave, 
similar to the experimental dependence '1sp /[ '1J c vs c for lower molecular weights. 
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FIG. 4 

Dependence of Terms in Eq. (8) on the 
Polymer Concentration 

1 z = 1/(f1 - (II - 12 ) v2c/100j for X :;:;; 
:;:;; Xc' 2z = (a - 1) In c for X > Xc' 3 Z = 

= (a - 1) In c + 1/[/1 - (II -/2 ) v2c/100j 
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FIG. 5 

Dependence of the Parameter b (dl/g) on 
Temperature for Polystyrene Solutions (M = 

= 3'0.104
) 

Solvent: 1 cycIohexanone, 2 decalin. 
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Above the critical M curve 3 has an inflexion point; at lower concentrations owing 
to the logarithmic course of the third term (curve 2), the dependence 3 is convex 
(the slope decreases), while at higher concentrations the effect of the fourth term 
of Eq. (8) prevails and the slope of the curve starts increasing. Such course seems 
to be similar to the experimental curve at higher molecular weights and explains 
the negative value of the parameter b; b equal to zero corresponds to the critical mo
lecular weight. To express a continuous decrease in the constant b, one would need 
a better knowledge of the dependence of the parameters Band f on molecular weight, 
which is not yet available. 

A comparison of polymers having different static chain rigidity - that is, of poly
styrene and cellulose nitrate - shows (Fig. 2) the low sensitivity of the parameter b 
to the polymer structure. Its differences between the individual polymers are not 
characteristic and can be compared with those between polymers of the same type 
having not too different molecular weights. With decreasing temperature and a worse 
thermodynamic quality of the solvent the parameter b increases (Fig. 5). 

According to the results obtained in this work, the Lyons-Tobolsky equation can be 
evaluated as follows: a) the equation can be successfully used for polymer solutions 
to express the monotonic dependence of viscosity on concentration from infinite 
dilution within a broad concentration range with an accuracy in relative viscosity 
better than several per cent ; b) one parameter of the equation, namely, intrinsic 
viscosity is readily determined from measurements in dilute solutions. The other 
two parameters, kL and b, are best determined by numerical computing employing 
the optimalisation method; c) even though the physical meaning of the constants kL 
and b is not clear so that the equation seems to be purely empirical, in practice 
it still can be a valuable aid for the description of the rheological behaviour of poly

meric system. 
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